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March 9, 1990
NRC-90-0043

U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory. Commission
Attn Document Control De d
Washington, D.C. 20555

'

References: 1) Fermi 2
NRC Docket No. 50-341
WRC License No. NPF-43

2) NRC Inspection Report No. 50-341/89024,
;e dated January 24, 1990

Subject: Response to Notice of Violation and Identified Weaknesses in
NRC Special Maintenance Inspection Report 89-024

This' letter provides Detroit Edison's response to Reference 2, as
required. . The root causes of the weaknesses and violations identified in
Reference 2, had already been noted by Detroit Edison in the Management
Accountability Meeting on December 21, 1989. A formal critique developed
from the meeting identified the problems encountered during start ~up from
the first refueling outage.,

As is noted in our response, Detroit Edison management firmly believes
that the programs, procedures and policies already in place at Fermi 2 are
adequate to ensure continued improvement in maintenance and engineering
support.- However, the performance problems noted during the NRC's
inspection are indicative of recurring problems in implementation of these
programs, procedures and policies. Senior management's message to Fermi
personnel in this regard is clear; that-is, nuclear professionalism in'

implementation of individual job responcibilities is of utmost
importance. Nuclear professionalism means maximizing individual and
organizational effectiveness. Fermi 2's Nuclear Generation Business Plan
embraces these basic principles, and personnel will be evaluated based
upon their performance to these standards.

Detroit Edison was pleased that Fermi 2's performance was rated as
" satisfactorily implemented" in maintenance and engineering support. We
believe our-overall performance has steadily improved in these areas due
to the comprehensive nature of our programs. We are continuing to strive
to achieve excellence in all facets of work at Fermi 2. Furthermore, we

e agree with the strengths identified by the NRC in the areas of radiation
protection /ALARA support, dedication of commercial grade equipment,
In-Service Testing, Quality Assurance performance based audits and
improved procedures, and motor operated valve procedures.
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The response to the weaknesses identified in the NRC cover letter for
Reference 2 is provided in Enclosure 1. Detroit Edison concurs with the
weaknesses identified and has aircady developed a comprehensive approach
to improve performance in these areas.

The responses to the violations are contained in Enclosures 2 and 3 The
first violation cites specific instances of procedural non-compliance and
our responses are provided in Enclosure 2. Programmatic violations and
Detroit Edison's responses are addressed in Enclosure 3

Enclosure 4 contains miscellaneous information on additional items
discussed within the body of NRC Inspection Report 89-024. These
responses / clarifications are provided for your information only.

If there are any question with regards to this response, please contact
Terry Riley, Supervisor of Compliance and Senior Special Projects, at
(313) 586-1684 or Patricia Anthony, Compliance Engineer, at (313)
586-1617.

Sincerely,

t/
-

co t - A. B. Davis
R. W. DeFayette
W. G. Rogers
J. F. Stang
Region III

.
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Weaknesses Identified by NRC Special Maintenance
Team Inspection - Inspection Report 89-024

The following weaknesses were identified by the Special NRC
Maintenance Team Inspection conducted on October 30 through November
3, and November 13 through 17, 1989. Provided with each weakness area
is a discussion of Detroit Edison's response which includes what
actions management is taking to improve performance in these areas.

Neaknesses 1-3 Noted in NRC Cover Letter to Inspection Report 89-024

1. Corrective action - Action to correct an important self identified
wenkness identified in a 1988 audit involving poor maintenance
supervision was not effective. The team considered ineffective
first line supervision to be a major contributor to many of the
weaknesses that were identified during this inspection and during
startup activities. There continues to be failures to follow
maintenance procedures in some instances; this is a problem
previously identified by NRC. During this inspection, we
identified ten instances of procedure violations.

2. Supervisor and management involvement - Supervisors, especially in
the mechanical area, even though on the job, were not very
effective in supervising. In several instances, there appeared to
be somewhat of a casual work attitude by both supervisors and
journeymen. Some supervisors did not appear attentive to detail,
nor did supervisors require it of their subordinates. Inadequate
planning and shift turnover by foremen and journeymen was noted
during the inspection as well as during NRC coverage of startup
activities. At times, this resulted in duplicated troubleshooting
activities by successive shifts.

3 Planning by supervisors and journeymen - Poor planning of small
maintenance jobs by supervisors and journeymen led to inofficient
work resulting in unnecessary radiation dose. Post job feedback
sheets were rarely used to improve work planning.

Detroit Edison Response

These three weaknesses involve concerns in maintenance and related
areas. These concerns are shared by Fermi 2 management and can best
be categorized as follows:

o Poor maintenance supervision, in that first line supervision
was not always effective in performing their job
responsibilities,

o Continued failures, in some instances, to follow maintenance
procedures. This is also the topic of Violation 89-024-01 and ,

Detroit Edison's response to these instances are discussed
further in Enclosure 2 of this submittal.

!
1
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o Casual work attitudes, e.g., lack of attention to detail on
the part of some maintenance supervisors and their
subordinates,

o Inadequate maintenance planning and shift turnover resulting
in duplication of work activities by successive shifts;
inefficient work leading to unnecessary radiation doses, or
incomplete performance of work,

o Post job feedback sheets were rarely used to improve work
planning,-

e

The Fermi 2 organizational performance during startup from the first'

refueling outage had characteristics which were similar to the
L weaknesses identified above. As discussed in our letter to the NRC,

NRC-89-0300, dated December 26, 1989, an Accountability Action Plan
was established to address the increase in personnel errors. This
plan was established as a result of the December 21, 1989, Management
Accountability Meeting held to establish a common understanding of the
root causes which lead to the various reportable events to the NRC.
Contributing factors /causes identified for the reduced performance
which are also related to the weaknesses are as follows:

o Lack of attention to detail in various cases.

o Pride of ownership is lacking for some activities.

o Some inconsistencies in work practices and how they are
implemented,

Poor performance is accepted by supervisory personnel,o

o A " business as usual" attitude is allowed.

Corrective actions from this meeting included distribution of the
minutes to all site personnel and development of a " professionalism"
video tape. This tape has been presented to all Fermi 2 personnel at
group / department meetings conducted by supervisory personnel. Quality
assurance oversight of this plan has reached a consensus that the
actions identified in NRC-89-0300 should be effective in correcting
the root causes of these deficiencies.

Detroit Edison is confident that current programs, procedures and
training at Fermi 2 are adequate to improve maintenance performance in
these areas. These programs and processes are described below,

o The Nuclear Generation Business Plan for 1990-1994 (and the
corresponding Maintenance Business Plan) focuses on
" professionalism" to maximize individual and organizational
effectiveness. Specific Business Plan strategies and actions
necessary to enhance nuclear professionalism at Fermi 2 (and
specifically the Maintenance area) include the following:
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Application of the ten nuclear supervisory principles-

presented in the Steps to Effective Plant Supervision
(STEPS) program will be applied to day-to-day actions and
practices. Use of these supervisory principles will be
evaluated during first line supervision performance
appraisals.

Establishing clear individual performance requirements-

and critiquing results.

Implementation of the Accountability Action Plan.-

Training for superior performance; includes Steps to-

Effective Plant Supervision (STEPS). All maintenance
supervisors have either completed or will be scheduled to
receive STEPS training. They also receive root cause
training which has been and continues to be provided
under Deviation Event Report (DER) evaluation training.
This training is expected to improve corrective action to
prevent recurrence of previously identified deficiencies.

Supervisors hold subordinates accountable for-

accomplishing planned work in a manner that meets
programmatic requirements. Feedback is being provided as
work progress. Repetative deficiencies are resulting in
personnel actions.

Actions to improve the timeliness and effectiveness of-

corrective actions. This includes improving trends in
the " age" of DERs assigned and personnel error rates.
Just prior to the maintenance team inspection, an
assistant superintendent position was added to the
maintenance organization. Monitoring correction action
performance and timeliness is a key task assignment of
the assistant superintendent. To date, noticable
improvements have been achieved in DER response and
action timeliness. The additional management attention
has resulted in improved corrective action responses.
Also, repetative personnel errors are now resulting in
more personnel action taken by management to clearly
communicate managements expectations to have work
performed correctly.

Maintaining effective communications through-

timely / credible information about plant problems.

These action should improve personnel " attention to detail" and
" pride of ownership" while eliminating a " business as usual"
attitude. Poor performance will be acknowledged by supervision
and personnel will be held accountable,

o A critique of the first refueling outage has established an
action plan. As part of this plan, maintenance has recently
established a centralized planning function under the
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direction of one supervisor. One of the responsibilities of |

the supervisor is to ensure that work is planned in accordance I

with procedures and that a consistent product is produced by ,

the planning group. The group will be responsible for ;
planning refuel outage, forced outage, and system outage !

work. This will assist in providing interdisciplinary support ;

to work package planning.

o Each maintenance discipline group supervisor also has 1-2
planners assigned to him. They provide day-to-day support and ;

also focus attention on high priority work items. ;

o Daily meetings are held by each maintenance discipline group !

supervisor to review work progress, problems, and status, j

o Maintenance supervision have face-to-face turnovers between i

days and afternoon shift. Where appropriate, face-to-face
'

turnovers at the job location by the workmen are performed. !
.

o To improve future job planning, use of feedback sheets is
being reemphasized. The first line supervisor's

.

responsibility for assuring that feedback is provided has been |
restated and performance in this respect will be monitored. |
Additional management oversight of work request plans has been ;

'

provided to place emphasis on providing adequate information
to perform the specified work. [

,

o Maintenance has strengthened management involvement in key
jobs, especially on backshifts and weekends. Duty assignments

,have been formalized and emphasis provided to personnel on the ;

need to clearly status any changes in plans for job
activities.

,

o Additional supervision and maintenance support personnel are
'being assigned to key jobs to help anticipate problem areas

and ensure timely and correct completion of jobs.
+

o A PRIDE program, similar to the one that has had a positive ;

impact in the Operations Department, is or will be established
'

for the disciplines in Maintenance Department.

These actions should improve consistency in work package
'

| implementation, planning of work activities and personnel
performance.

Based on the above actions, Detroit Edison expects maintenance
performance to continue to improve in these areas and throughout all
disciplines.

Weakness 4 Noted in NRC Cover Letter to Inspection Report 89-024
|

4. Engineering involvement - While improved, there continues to be
problems with enginecring support for maintenance and modification
activities. There does not appear to consistently be a sense of

__ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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ownership on the part of design engineers for all aspects of
modification work, including installation and testing. In several ;

'instances, for example, test acceptance criteria were not
specified in design packages. The systems engineering group,
while staffed with well qualified engineers, is relatively new. :
As a consequence, many engineers were not heavily involved with
maintenance activities on their systems and, in general, the
-interface botween systems engineers and maintenance personnel was ,

found to be weak.
,

Detroit Edison Response ,

Nuclear k.ngineering (NE) management recognized the importance of a
sense of ownership on the part of design engineers for all aspects of
modification work, including installation and testing. Furthermore,
to maximize the probability of achieving a successful outage, NE ,

management concluded that personnel aust remain intimately involved
and retain ownership of work (EDPs) through implementation and .

start-up. As a result, in July 1989, one person from Wuclear
Engineering was assigned to each EDP to be the owner of that EDP.
That person na responsible for knowing that the EDP was completed ou
schedule, inc10 ding successful completion of post modification testing

'

requirements and declaration of system / component operability. On July
31, 1989, the NE EDP Owner's List was issued. This document 1

specifically requires that the EDP owner be responsible to review |
!his/her EDP for adequacy and completeness of Design Change Acceptance

Testing (formerly referred to as post modification testing). For
1990, the EDP ownership list will be expanded to include EDP owners
from the Technical Engineering group for EDPs that are generated by
that group and will list contact representatives from the Maintenance
and/or Modification groups. Once all involved parties are identified,
better communication and interface will occur.

>

To further ensure that more consistent, complete and accurate EDP '

packages are prepared, specific requirements and instructions are
being developed for the responsibilities of the Plant Hodification
Review Group (PHRG). Guidelines will be provided for walkdowns,
design input, de. sign changs acceptance testing requirements and '

acceptance criteria, affected plant programs and procedures, and
procurement of spare parts. Requirements and instructions have been
established by the PHRG Task Force (chaired by the General Director of
Nuclear Engineering) and will be proceduralized (FIP-CM1-15) by April ,

30, 1990.

In preparation for the second refueling outaEe, a preliminary list of
proposed plant modifications has been approved by the Management
Review Board (MRB). With the outage scope being identified early,
with emphasis placed on a sense of ownership and with mandatory PMRG
meetings including member participation by NE, technical, operations
and maintenance and modifications at the conceptual design phase,
plant modification design packages will be more consistent, complete
and accurate. Detroit Edison will continue to identify problems and
improvement needs via the existing corrective action process, and will
take timely corrective actions to improve our engineering support for
maintenance and modification activities.
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As noted in the NRC weakness, the System Engineering group is .

relatively new at Fermi 2. When the System Engineering function was
first established it was understood that system engineering personnel
would provide technical assistance to maintenance, as needed, to
perform such activities as troubleshooting equipment / component t

problems, evaluate component failures caused by system performance i
uncertainties or when application of a particular component in a plant i

system was questioned. System assignments were made to system i
engineering personnel and a list was developed and distributed to i

aaintenance supervisors and planners.

It should be noted that assisting maintenance is only one of several *

basic functions performed by system engineering personnel. Other
.

duties / responsibilities include dispositioning Potential Design !

Changes (PDCs), evaluating and responding to DERs and responding to
daily requests from operations for various support services. '

i

During the first refueling outage, which was the time of this NRC ;

inspection, 9 system engineering personnel (5 full time and 4 part -

time) Fere assigned to directly assist the maintenance function (out -

of 25 total system engineers / leads / supervisors). System Engineering ,

provided maintenance support for the Main Turbine disassembly /
repair / reassembly, Emergency Dies 91 Generator, I&C, and valve repair !

activities. The remaining System Etgineers were split between day and
night shift coverage for the outage. ;

During 1989, systems engineers displayed their " ownership of systems"
by spending approximately 60% of their time in the field assisting ;

maintenance and operations in solving system / equipment / component
problems. It is clear that support of maintenance within the System .

'Engineering group is a high priority. System engineering performance
is expected to continue to nature as time progresses and personnel i

*gain experience.
,

In direct response to the NRC's concerns / observations, Detroit Edison
has determined that the following actions will enhance and continue to

,

improve upon the System Engineering functions

o Significant concerns / problems / requests identified to system
engineering by maintenance are elevated to management
attention, prioritized and promptly resolved.

o More time will be spent improving other System Engineering !
" ownership" qualities such as system training, trending, and
performance monitoring. This will improve the ability of the |

Isystem engineers to be more proactive in their day-to-day
work.

,

'

o The high level of management review and involvement in DER
root cause analysis and corrective action determination will
continue.

o Communications between system engineering and maintenance will
be improved. Periodic interface meetings will be held between
technical engineering and maintenance to focus attention on
support priorities and identify and resolve problems.

|

_ _
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o Consistent with the Nuclear Generation Business Plan, the '

import.ance of effective communications, timeliness of
corrective actions, and the key elements of nuclear !

professionalism will be stressed. Performance will be
measured by individual work plan evaluations and critiqued for
lessons learned, as appropriate.

!Detroit Edison is also responding to specific NRC comments within the
body of Inspection Report 89-024, as discussed below, as they relate ,

to the System Engineering and NE functions.

NRC Comment - page 32 of 89-024

Interviews with several system engineers indicated that neither WRs
nor surveillance tests were reviewed by the systems engineers on the 1

assigned systems unless requested by the maintenance staff.
.

Detroit Edison Response

WR's will be reviewed routinely during system walkdowns and whanever a
problem is identified as a high priority. System engineers are .ot
currently required to review every Work Request (WR) generated on
their assigned syst.cas. ;

System engineers review assigned surveillances if a problem is
encountered during the test. Fermi surveillances have assigned
reviewers who have and will continue to use system engineers for
problem solving if abnormal performance is detected.

NRC Comment - page 32 of 89-024

During the ongoing outage, system engineers were directed to perform
system walkdowns rather than maintain day-to-day status of the
assigned systems. The inspector interviewed the system engineer for '

the LPCI system and determined that the engineer was unaware that
significant problems had been encountered on the RHR LPCI check valve
as discussed in paragraph 3 3 2 3 The engineer was primarily
responsible for nine systems and served as backup for nine additional -

systems.

Det.roit Edison Response

Maintaining day-to-day involvement in specifically assigned tasks on
their systems was the top priority of system engineers during the
first refueling outage. Due to the large workscope of an outage,
system engineers cannot maintain complete knowledge of every action on
their assigned systems. However, knowledge of major component work
should be maintained and was in the case of the RHR LPCI check valve.
The assigned system engineer was working with Nuclear Engineering (NE)
to solve design problems (soft seat replacement and disc

,

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . - -- - -
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modifications) and did not see.the need, nor was he requested to j

become involved with the logistic problems listed in 3 3 2 3 i
*However, the system and WE engineers would have provided assistance if

it had been needed. The RHR system engineer has princip b
responsibility for four systems; RHR (divided into 3 subsystems), !

Standby Liquid Control, Control Rod Drive (divided into 4 subsystems), |
and Reactor Water Cleanup. The assignment of systems was based on i,

'experience and equalizing the workload. System assignment is believed
to be appropriate. |

i

NRC Comment - page 32 of 89-024
;

Also, deficiencies in communications between Nuclear Engineering and
Technical Engineering resulted in the issuance of two PDCs for
actuators on testable check valves.

P

Detroit Edison Response

This represents an example of both organizations aggresively :
attempting to actively support the plant. The duplication of PDCs did i

not adversely affect problem resolution. This same situation exists
when two WRs are written on the same problem. One WR is worked to *

solve the problem and the other one is cancelled when it is reviewed
'

at a later date. The duplicate PDCs have been dealt with in the same
manner. We believe day-to-day communications between Nuclear
Engineering and Technical Engineering are acceptable and will improve
as the two groups solve more problems together.

NRC Comment - (1) Executive Summary, page 2, 1st paragraph, (2) page ,

34 and (3) page 45 of 89-024 .

(1) Specific responsibility was not assigned for establishing post f
maintenance testing requirements: post modification testing
acceptance criteria were not always included in engineering
design packages, and interface between engineu ing and
maintenance was poor; in one case, after a design was
complete, it seemed to belong to maintenance.

I (2) While there appears to have been some improvements, these
problems indicate that there is still a lack of a " sense of

| ownership" for all aspects of modification work. This'

includes specifying post-modification testing requirements and ,

giving close support to maintenance performed during
installation.

!
'

(3) Poor interface by engineering with Maintenance in regard to
modifications.

P

_ .
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Detroit Edison Response

Engineering is responsible for specifying the post modification
;
- testing, which is referred to as Design Change Acceptance Testing, as
| part of the EDP package. Engineering will support the EDP throughout

implementation, including the testing, as part of the EDP ownership
program. Engineering will also review previously issued EDP prior to,

; implementation to ensure that adequate Design Change Acceptance
Testing is included in the EDP.

!

|

i

?
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Statement of NRC Violation 89-024-01

In the Notioe of Violation contained within Reference 2, a ten part
violation was issued for failure to accomplish activities in
accordance with approved instructions, procedures and drawings. Each
of these inst.ances are beinB addressed separately in the following
discussion.

A. Part A of the violation states,

"An approved Transient Combustible Review Worksheet was not
obtained for 19 barrels of lubricating oil as required by
procedure NPP-FP1-01, " Fire Protection," Revision 2. As a result,

the oil was inappropriately transported and stored on the fourth
floor of the reactor building."

Investigation of this event has shown that the responsible maintenance
supervisor was unaware of the procedural requirements for completion
of the Transient Combustible Review Worksheet.

Corrective-Actions Taken and Results Achieved

As described within the report, a Transient Combustible Review
Worksheet was subsequently completed and approved when the omission
was brought to the attention of management. In addition, DER 89-1275
was written to document the event and address it through the Fermi 2
corrective action program. The maintenance foreman for this job and
the support technician, who prepared the work package, were counseled.

Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Violationst

As a result of evaluation of DER 89-1275, it was determined that
training on control of transient combustible materials would be
appropriate. On February 2, 1990, the Nuclear Fire Protection
Specialist provided training to appropriate personnel on the
procedural requirements for control of transient combustible materials
in force at Fermi 2.

Date When Full Cotpliance Will be Achieved

Fermi 2 is presently in compliance with its procedural requirements
for control of transient combustible materials.

:

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _ _ _
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B. In Part B of the Notice of Violation, it states:
,

|

" Adequate work instructions were not provided in WR 025C890721 to ,

disassemble and reassemble check valve E1100F050B. This resulted j

in reassembly of the valve using incorrect match marks that |
prevented the valve from stroking." |

1

Investigation has shown that the valve actuator was incorrectly
assembled by a contractor who failed to recognize that two sets of
natch marks existed. i

i

!

Corrective Actions Taken and Results Achieved: I
l

Check valve E1100F050B was correctly assembled, tested and placed in j
service, i

i

Corrective Actions Taken to Avoid Further Violations:

Although the root cause of this event is personnel error, procedure ,

35.000.231 was revised to clarify the requirement that unique match
marks be verified during disassembly and reassembly. This will ensure
that future maintenance activities performed under this procedure do
result in correct reassembly.

+

Date When Full Compliance Will be Achieved: '

Fermi 2 is presently in full compliance since procedure 35.000.231
provides adequate instruction for reassembly.

<

- -
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C. Part C of the Notice of Violation states:

"An operator did not follow Radiation Work Permit 89-001, which )

included wearing gloves during temporary installation of a !

pressure gauge on a core spray pump, as required by procedure ,
;

FIP-NC1-01, " Accessing and Working in Radiologically Controlled |
'

Areas." As a result, during installation of the gauge, the 1
,

operator came in contact with potentially contaminated water from :

the condensate storaE* tank."

The individual involved failed to follow proper radiological t

protection practices and, specifically, violated Radiation Work Permit
89-001. t

:

h
' Corrective Actions Taken and Results Achieved:

.,

As a result of the review of this event, appropriate discipline was (
administered to the individual to emphasize that appropriate personnel -

attention must be given radiological controls. ;
'

,

Corrective Actions Taken to Avoid Further Violations:

Radworker Training provides instruction on contents of Radiation Work
Permits including protective clothing requirements. This training-
must be completed annually by unescorted individuals accessing
radiologically controlled areas. This provides adequate instruction
to necessary personnel. [

'n
Date When Full Compliance Will be Achieved:

Fermi 2 is in full compliance with its radiological control program.

i

,

e
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D. Part D of the Notice of Violation states:

"Many instances of nonconforming conditions were not documented
and evaluated as required by Specification 3071-128 Std. ET-3-1,
" Electrical Cable Damage Evaluation and Repair Procedure - QA1 and j
Non-QA1," Revision AH. As a result, the use of butt splice ;

repairs and Raychem splices, including engineering evaluations j

following repair are in question because the type of repair was j

not documented, nor were drawings revised to indicate the type of j

repair made." j

Investigation of the work package involved has determined that in onei
instance repairs were made without consulting engineering or 1

initiating a DER as currently required by the specification. In this

instance, four butt splices were made on a balance-of-plant (BOP)
limit switch. !

1

The failure to initiate the DER or obtain the engineering evaluation
is due to personnel error and to differences between the current
training on use of Raychem materials and the specification
requirements for engineering evaluation of non-QA1
cabl6/ conductor /ptstall rework or repairs. Current training for
proper use of Raychem includes the criterion that if Raychem is being
used on a QA-1 installation, engineering evaluation is required, but
if it is being used on non-QA1 installations, engineering evaluation
is not required (although assistance may be requested as needed).
Electricians, as well as electrical supervisors and planners, are
trained in proper sizing and installation techniques / procedures. The |
fact that engineering is not required to be involved in
sizing / specification of Raychem for non-QA1 installations is believed
to have contributed to the incident identified.

3

Based upon this event, a review of the requirements of the ;

j specification was performed. It was determined that the requirement
' within the specificaiton to initiate a DER for damage was redundant to

the requirements of FMD-CA1, Fermi Management Directive entitled
" Evaluation and Corrective Actions", its implementing procedures and
the maintenance implementing procedures. Further, it has been decided
that Engineering is not required to determine an appropriate rework
technique or method, and is not always required to determine an

| appropriate repair technique or method. Finally, it has been
determined that the QA level of the affected component (s)/ circuitry
should be the basis for imposing traceability and configuration change
document r6quirements.

In regards to the " traceability" concern identified by the
inspector (s), the following should be noted:

o Materials and methodology for repaired / spliced cables are
documented in the associated work package.

I

1

o Each time a QA-1 cable is spliced outside of equipment it is
documented on an engineering drawing (wiring diagram or
schematic).

.

__ - e _ _ _ . .__-_ m _ __
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o An informal log of spliced cables is kept by Nuclear i

Engineering. The splice log serves as an index to find splice !
locations, should the need arise (e.g., for troubleshooting). 1

.o Cable splice cards are issued anytime cable splicing is'

performed. ;j
In conclusion, configuration control for spliced cables is
maintained on approved engineering drawings.

,

,

t

i
Corrective Actions Taken and Results Achieved:

The single repair incident identified has been determined to be
acceptable based on component / circuitry being non-QA1.

.

Corrective Actions Taken to Avoid Further Violations: i

|

The redundant requirement for initiating a DER will be deleted from i

the specification.

Additionally, the specification will be revised as follows: (1) to
delete the logging requirements for cable splices, (2) to delete
engineering evaluation and approval for rework of QA-1 circuit
conductors, (3) to provide direction to the maintenance organization
for rework of QA-1 circuits and rework / repair of non-QA1 circuits and
(4) to specify when configuration change paperwork is required to be
obtained or submitted. Once this is completed, the maintenance
implementing procedures will be revised to reflect the specification i

requirements. The specification will be revised by July 1, 1990. The *

maintenance procedures will be revised by July 31, 1990.
,

Date When Full Compliance Will be Achieved:

Upon completion of the actions discussed, Ferel 2 will be in full !

compliance with the specification requirements. In the interim,
personnel will continue to comply with the training they have received ,

on Raychem installation which requires prior engineering concurrence
for QA-1 circuit conductors.

,

!
'

.

.

t

I

i
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E. Part E of the Notice of Violation states:

" Mechanical craft workers omitted steps 8.4 and 8.5 from
installation procedure 0298-60684 without obt,aining concurrence
from nuclear engineering and ,11d not follow drawing C5140-300 nor ;

the instructions associated with the installation of EDP-5546, !

"MSIV Manifold Assemblies,'' Revision 2. As a result, the air

supply system was not purged during installation of the MSIV .

'manifold assemblies in accordance with EDP-5546, "MSIV Manifold
Assemblies," Revision 2, and steel plugs from discarded mainfolds
were utilized to plug one of two 4-way pneumatic valve exhaust
ports on each newly installed MSIV manifold, which was not
consistent with drawing 05140-300." ,

,

The field installation of the MSIV manifold observed was inconsistent
with drawing C5140-300. Based upon followup review after the
inspeat) m , it was discovered that drawing C5140-300 reflects the
manur d neer's shop condition of the manifold rather than field j

installation configuration (with steel plugs). The field >

configuration was consistent with the vendor installation instructions
AD298-60684 which were correct. This was confirmed by field personnel

by comparing the new manifold to the existing manifold.

Installation instrr tions D298-60684 from vendor manual VMRI-423 are ,

generic instructions written by the vendor to cover the worst
conditions t. hat could potentially be encountered. Specifically, step
8.4 directed air system purging once modifications to the air supply
system piping are completed. EDP 5546 did not result in any air
supply system piping modifications. Therefore, the purging step was
not applicable.

During the changeout of the air manifolds to the inboard MSIV
(nitrogen supply line), piping was disconnected at the union and a
special plug for the union was installed to maintain cleanliness.
Plugs remained in syrten until reassembly. The outboard valves (air
supply lines) were disassembled at a flange and pipe ends were taped
for cleanliness. Also, the outboard lines were subsequently purged,
as a good practice.

After the omission of the purge was questioned, the event was
documented on DER 89-1370 and reviewed. The system engineer evaluated

'
the problem and concluded that purge was unnecessary. Additionally,
the vendor was contacted and confirmed that, for this installation,
purging was unnecessary.'

1

Based upon the facts presented, Detroit Edison does not agree that
this event constituted a violation of instructions or procedures. The'

installation of the plugs was performed in accordance with the
approved vendor installation instructions. Based upon maintenance

'

supervision decision, it was concluded to follow the approved
instructions for installing the steel plug. They also correctly
concluded that steps 8.4 and 8.5, for purging after air line
modifications included in the generic vendor instructions, were not
applicable. The maintenance personnel involved understood the purpose
of the work-they were performing and, therefore, correctly interpreted
the instructions.

,

}*.
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~ F.< In Part F of the Notice of Violation, it states:

"An Issue Facility Clerk failed to verify that the due date had !
not expired for-the calibration interval specified on the
calibration sticker of a pressure test gauge as required by
procedure NPP-MT1-01, " Measuring and Test Equipment Program,"
Revision 0, Sechion 6.9 2.4. As a result, the gauge, which was
past the calibration due dato, was issued for the perforcance of
NPP 43 000.002, "ASME Section,XI Relief Valve Setpoint Test."

' Detroit Edicon concurs that the clerk failed to verify the calibration'

expiration date. for the test guage.

*

Corrective Action Taken'and Results Achieved:
.,

An accountability meeting was held with the personnel involved and _ '

management. The importance of following procedures and attention to
detail were stressed (reference DER 89-1358).

Corrective Actions Taken to Avoid Further Violations _:

Personnel involved in issuing measuring and test equipment (M&TE)
received training which emphasized following procedures and attention -i
to detail when issuing and returning the equipment.

Procedure NPP-MT1-01 was revised to require the issuer to enter the
calibration due date each time equipment is issued. This will ensure
'the issuer reviews the calibration due date at 1:suance.

Date When Full Conpliance Will Be Achieved: ,

Fermi 2 is presently in full compliance with the requirements of
NPP-MT1-01 for issuing M&TE. *

,

.-

y

i

_ .
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G. . In Parc G of the Notice of Violation, it states:

" Users of M&TE d).d not ensure that the equipment's calibration had
not expired nor would expire during use as required by procedure
WPP-NT1-01, " Measuring and Test Equipment Program," Revision 0,
Section 6.10.1 3 As a result, pressure gauge Pu-127-M for
testing of Relief Vulve B21F031A, was issued on September 28,
1989, the calibration interval expired October 10, 1989, but the
gauge was not returned until October 21, 1989, which was 11 days
past the calibration due date."

This event is considered to be a personnel error. Review of this
event has shown that the M&TE was not used, so that its expiration did
not potentially impact the results of testing. The procedure requires
that the expiration date be verified when the component is used.

Corrective Actions Taken and Results Achievedt

On February 7,1990, a meno was issued to the maintenance discipline
supervisors which identified personnel who had expired M&TE checked
out. They were required to return the equipment within 5 days or
explain to the Superintendent of Maintenance and Modifications why
they were delinquent.

Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Violations:

A delinquent M&TE return list is made out weekly and issued by meno.
The individuals appearing on the list will not be allowed to check out
any more M&TE. This will be followed as long as necessary to achieve
consistent reliable performance.

Date When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved:

Fermi ~2 is presently in full compliance with the requirements of
NPP-HT1-01 for review of M&TE calibration.

. . . . .. _ ,,
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H. In Part' H of the Notice of Violation, it statest

"A documented and approved change was not made to Potential Design
Change 8534 before implementing the change as required by
procedure FIP-CM1-01, " Potential Design Changes," Revision 2."

While implementing Potential Design Change (PDC) 8534, maintenance
personnel recognized that the RHR electrical terminal box cover could
be reused rather than constructing a new one as specified in the PDC.

The engineer responsible for the PDC was contacted and he concurred
that use of the previous cover was acceptable. Since the PDC stated
that the construction of the new cover was a " recommended" action, it
was assumed that work could progress without revision of the PDC.

Corrective Actions To Be Taken:

PDC 8534 is being supplemented to reflect the acceptability of reuse
of the cover prior to being as-built. This will be completed by the
end of March 1990.

Corrective Actions Taken to Avoid Further Violations:

Procedures relating to modifications (FIP-CM1-01 and NPP-CM1-01) have
since been revised to allow " work at risk." This means, maintenance
work can continue prior to issuance of an approved design change.
Implementation impact is evaluated and affected components / systems
cannot be returned to service or declared operable until the design
change paper is issued and work performed is reconciled to the
approved design change paper.

Date When Full Compliance Will be Achieved:

Fermi 2 is presently in compliance with its design modification
process.

.- . - . - . . . .
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I. In Part I of the Notice of Violation, it states:

" Operations personnel did not stroke check valve E1100F050B on -

October 24, 1989, prior to accepting the work perforred according
to work request 0250890721 as required by procedure
NPP-35.000.231, "Exercisabic and Spring Assist Closing Check
Valves," Revision 21. As a result, operations accepted a
component that had been incorrectly reassembled and would not.

: stroke."
'

This event has been_ investigated by Fermi 2 and it has been concluded
,that this violation did not occur. Review of the work request has
shown that a maintenance contractor inappropriately signed off step
5.1a:(requires the field supervisor to verify all steps of the
procedure have been completed and are acceptable before signing off
that~ the work is _ complete) of 35.000.231 on october 24, 1989. He had
completed his own work on the valve and misinterpreted the intent of'
the step. On November 2,,1989, step 4.5.16, which states, "Have
operations operate valve several times to verify no sticking or
binding occurs" was satisfactorily completed and signed off. The work
request was signed off for return to service on November 6, 1989

While an inappropriate sign off does appear in the work package, the
valve was not accepted for operation on October 24, 1989. When it was
accepted for operation, it had been successfully stroked. Therefore,
Detroit Edison denies this violation.

i

1

'

1

;

,,
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J. In Part J of the Notice of Violation, it states:

" Inadequacies in procedures 24.203 04, " Core Spray Valve
Operability and Position Verification Test," Rev. 20, and
24.204.04, "RHR Shutdown Cooling and Head Spray Valve Operability
Test," Rev. 20, resulted in the failure to full stroke test four
testable check valves in the RHR and Core Spray Systems."

In 1983, partial stroke exercising of the subject testable check
valves was an acceptable practice to the NRC to satisfy full stroke
exercising requirements. These valves were, in fact, procured with
partial stroke actuators to satisfy IST full stroke testing
requirements which at the time of procurement (i.e., 1968-1971) were
only just being established.

What has transpired is the evolution of a more strict interpretation
of full stroke exercising requirements by the NRC. Until Generic
Letter 89-04 was issued by the NRC, no guidance (other t Mn the ASME
Section XI Code) on what constituted an acceptable IST Program
existed. Each utility was lett to its own interpretation / definition
of what constituted an acceptable IST Program. NRC program reviews
were historically untimely and inconsistent with respect to
interpretation of various ASME Code requirements. Recognizing this
problem, the NRC issued Generic Letter 89-04 and, for the first time,
provided guidance and interpretation on what was acceptable in terms
of IST Pump and Valve Testing. This Generic Letter not only defined
criteria but changed previously acceptable NRC positions as
acknowledged in the NRC published meeting minutes to Generic Letter
89-04 (Reference response to question No. 91 of minutes to the Public
Meetings on Generic Letter 89-04).

In conclusion, Generic Letter 89-04, Guidance on Acceptable Inservice
Testing Programs", is the first document to provide a definition of
acceptable interpretations of " full stroke exercising" of check
valves. The meeting minutes noted above, which discuss acceptable NRC
positions, was published on December 4, 1989.

Corrective Actions to be Taken:

Procedures 24.203 04 and 24.204.04 will be revised by June 8, 1990, to
full flow test, disassemble or full stroke operate the subject check
valves.

Corrective Action to be Taken to Avoid Further Violations:

A review of the Inservice Testing Program against Generic Letter 89-04
is expected to be complete by the end of October 1990. This will
allow for revision of the testing, if necessary, prior to the second
refueling outage.

Date When Full Compliance Will be Achieved:

Once the review of Generic Letter 89-04 is completed and revisions to
testing, if necessary, are completed, Fermi 2 will be in compliance
with the guidance in Generic Letter 89-04.

.

1
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I. Statement of NRC Violation ~ 89-024-03

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, as implemented by the
Detroit Edison Quality Assurance Manual, requires that measures be '

established to assure conditions adverse to quality are promptly 4

identified and corrected. In the case of significant conditions
adverse to quality, the measures shall-assure that the cause of
the condition adverse to quality is determined and corrective
actions taken to preclude repetition, and that the significant
conditions adverse to quality, the causes of the condition, and
the corrective actions taken are documented and reported to the
appropriate levels of management.

,

Contrary to the above: ,
,

a. Corrective action was not taken by the licensee to preclude
repetition of several self identified significant conditions
adverse to quality. During licensee audit 88-0113 and again :
in audit 89-0142, ineffective or absence of pre-job briefings
by first line supervisors was identified as a significant
problem This condition still existed and contributed to
several of the problems identified during this inspection with
inadequate planning, review, and coordination at the^ <

supervisor and craft level, which resulted in maintenance
personnel spending excessive item in contaminated and
radiation areas. (It was noted in licensee audit 89-0166, an
evaluation of the corrective action program, that "the
completeness of corrective actions taken in all cases is less
than effective.") (341/89024-03A) ;

b.-' Measures have not been established to assure that conditions ,

adverse to quality are promptly identified and corrected.
Procedure NPP-MA1-04, " Conduct of Maintenance," Revision 1,

'

includes a definition of " conditions adverse to quality" that
precludes the need to write Deviation Event Reports in almost
all cases, which eliminates review, evaluation,.and corrective
action. As a result, several instances were noted during the
inspection where Deviation Event Reports should have been
written but were not. (341/89024-03B)

c. Corrective action was not effective in precluding repetition
of procedural violations in the area of maintenance. i

Procedural violations were previously identified in Violation
341/88007-03 with three examples, and in Violation
341/88031-01 with two examples. During this inspection, as
described-in Violation 1, ten examples of procedural
violations were identified. (341/89024-03C)

t

* m
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P II. Corrective Actions Taken'and Results Achieved ,

a._ Detroit Edison has implemented aggressive programs and taken ,

'corrective actions _to resolve past self-identified ,

deficiencies. The response to the weaknesses discussed in
Enclosure #1 details many of our efforts in' specific areas.
Management is confident that these programs are sound and with
time will be effective in changing the culture of the
workforce at Fermi 2. The focus of these efforts have been to :

improve the " tools" (e.g., procedures and processes) available :

to plant personnel, heighten awareness and understanding of
J personnel job responsibilities and performance measures and t

hold people accountable for their actions. Such programs
demand a broad commitment to excellance at all levels of the
organization. We firmly believe the results of these efforts
are being realized and performance will continue to improve in
these areas.

The major programs, processes and achievements to date are as
follows: ,

Quality Assurance audits and surveillances are performanceo
oriented _(a strength noted also by the NRC) and of good
quality.

In response to a-recent NRC violation (refer to Detroit Edison
letter NRC-90-0010, dated February 1, 1990, on Violation
89-030-01), management has taken aggressive action to ensure
Production Quality Assurance (PQA) surveillance .

!findings / observations are followed up by the organization
affected by PQA. ,

s

As part of the corrective action, the. Quality Surveillance
Report cover letter form, used by PQA surveillance personnel
has been revised. ;This report is sent to responsible

L department heads to summarize surveillance results. Now, if
" the surveillance observations merit a response from the

responsible department,- it is required to be' stated upfront on-
the report cover letter, along with a response due date. If ;

f this response is not received by PQA within the' required time j
frame and cannot be resolved with the responsible department, -

1-

the observation will be escalated to a DER. If further action
y is~necessary, a Corrective Action Report may be issued. PQA-1-

surveillance report responses are now being tracked in the PQA
surveillance log. .This will ensure a more timely resolution
of these surveillance observations.

L
PQA has implemented a desk-top surveillance instruction. The
purpose of this instruction is to describe the methods to be

! used for planning, scheduling, performing, and reporting
surveillances conducted by the PQA department. These

L instructions are expected to help preclude future instances of1 -

untimely followups to surveillance findings.
,

1.
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Critiques of personnel performance / events are being conductedo
to develop " lessons learned". Personnel involved are held
accountable and disciplined in accordance with Company
Policy. Required reading of these lessons learned is
disseminated to appropriate personnel.

Supervisory followup in " PRIDE" meetings is being done
routinely by some maintenance groups, such as I&C and-
Mechanical. Electrical maintenance will be implementing this
concept by 1991. This " quality circle" concept will continue-
to focus personnel attention and involvement on job
performance factors,

Training programs such as root cause analysis / DER evaluations,o
STEPS and Technical Staff and Managers Training are starting
to show results.

For example, trending of Plant Safety DER rejections due to
inadequacy shows reduced numbers as a result of root cause

-

analysis-training and heightened management attention to DER
resolutions.

STEPS training has been conducted and is continuing for a
majority of the maintenance supervision and planning
personnel. - Other maintenance personnel requiring STEPS-
training-have been scheduled. In the Mechanical area, for
example, of 5 supervisors who have attended STEPS training, 3
have shown improvements in some areas of their performance as
measured by their Annual Work Plan evaluations, even though-
more stringent performance standards were applied'in 1989
versus 1988 (one-of the other two mechanical supervisors is no
longer with Detroit Edison). Consistent with the Business
Plan's emphasis on nuclear professionalism,.these more
stringent performance standards are being applied in 1990 to
all disciplines.

Technical Staff and Manager's Training is cor.tinuing. The
fruits of this program will not be fully realized until
several groups of site personnel have been through it. Two-
classes have received this training to date and two
maintenance personnel successfully completed the course work.
Five' additional maintenance personnel are scheduled for this
training by the end of 1991. This program will continue to
provide personnel with expanded knowledge of plant systems,
events, programs, processes, and technical information. In
addition, continuing training is conducted semi-annually for
all personnel in the program,

Maintenance management has continually stressed the importanceo
and value of pre-job briefings and shift turnovers. Many of

,

these do take place and are effective in preventing and
resolving field problems.

1
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o Management meetings were held during the first refueling
outage and meetings are continuing to review schedules, assign
actions, resolve problems and focus on selected performance
indicators / trends.

o ,0rganizational and senior management Business Plan meetings
are routinely held.(e.g., senior management meets monthly).
These meetings also focus on adverse trends, completion of
Business Plan actions, and reviews of performance measures.

,

Specific performance measures such as (1) personnel errors
-resulting-in a Licensee Event Report or a Notice _of Violation,
(2) timeliness of corrective actions, (3) DER cause trends, i

,

(4) Violations by date of occurrence / discovery, and (5) I

maintenance backlog and others are showing improving trends , ,

'since startup from the First Refueling Outage was completed.

o An Outage Critique Action Plan was issued for the first
refueling outage. This plan has been made available to the
NRC Senior Resident and the actions are continuing to be
implemented in support of the second refueling outage planned
for 1991. Many of the same concerns / weaknesses noted by the !
NRC are being addressed by this effort. |

!

b. Detroit-Edison management firmly believes that adequate measures
have been established to assure Conditions Adverse to Quality
(CAQs) are promptly' identified and corrected. Procedure
FIP-CA1-01' fully prescribes the conditions and methods for ;

reporting and resolving CAQs, Based on this procedure, i

maintenance personnel initiated over 240 DERs in 1989 This
procedure was recently revised to establish clear critieria for .

ievaluating the adequacy of DER responses and , justification for
extending action due dates.

The Nuclear Generation Business Plan has established performance !

measures for timeliness of corrective actions and to ensure the
completeness of these actions. !

i
IWe agree that the wording of procedure NPP-MA1-04 could be

potentially-misleading. As a result, the procedure was revised to
_

clarify the definition of a CAQ (reference Revision 3' dated-
'

,

12/2/89) as follows: '

o Any person identifying a Condition Adverse to Quality (CAQ) ,

while performing a maintenance activity shall initiate a
Deviation Event Report (DER).

<

Conditions; adverse to quality include:
.

1. Malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective
material and equipment, abnormal occurrences, and
out-of-calibration measuring or test equipment which have
or may have adversely affected safety related equipment
and activities.
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2.- Procedural noncompliance, including violations of
procedures.

3 Missed or late highest priority preventive maintenance
tasks.

4. Material and equipment deviations from approved
specifications, codes, regulations, orders, drawings,. and

'

standards.

5. Violations of personnel safety rules and practices,
including failure to use personal safety equipment.

c. The actions taken in regards to the instances in the previous
violation are discussed in Enclosure 2. Also, the actions taken
for item a. above apply to this part of Violation 89-024-03 In
addition, the following actions have.been taken:

! o A nuclear professionalism video tape was presented to all-
Fermi 2 personnel at group / department meetings conducted by
supervision.- This tape focused on attention to detail and '

procedural compliance matters related to specific events at-
Fermi 2. Feedback from Fermi 2 employees at these meetings
demonstrated an understanding of basic professionalism
principles and the need for improved individual performance.

o . As part of General Employee Training, all Fermi 2 employees
viewed a video tape presented by the Senior Vice President on
the importance of procedural compliance.

o In many cases, procedural violations could be eliminated
within the bounds of Fermi 2's current programs / procedures for ;

allowing limited changes and/or Temporary Change Notices to be
L issued to correct and/or clarify procedures. Use of these ,

processes has improved procedural compliance since 1988.
'

Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Violations:
!

a.,b., and c. The discussion under the weaknesses provided in i

. Enclosure 1 applies to this section in general.g

Four specific actions are underway which will broadly address this
violation. These' actions are comprehensive in nature and provide

J the principles, personnel incentive and management monitoring I

L capabilities.necessary to prevent recurrence of these problems, as
follows:

,

! _1

I
! ~ 1. Nuclear Professionalism - The EF-2 Business Plan provides
; strategies for the application of sound nuclear supervisory
L principles, communicating management expectations regarding
i organizational demeanor and conduct, improving the

organization's abilities to resolve technical issues,

1

1-
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implementation of the Accountability Action Plan (letter
NRC-89-0300), training for superior performance, improve

e
! individual ownership / accountability / performance, senior

management review and evaluation of key activities, improving
timeliness of corrective actions, and maintaining effective -

m communications. These strategies establish the core of job
professionalism, which means "doing what is right."

Nuclear professionalism principles and their implementation [
are the key to good, solid, efficient and effective nuclear :'
organizational performance. All Fermi 2 personnel will be

'

evaluated to these performance standards. This will be an
ongoing commitment to excellence. |

2. Improve Maintenance Effectiveness - The Maintenance Business <

Plan provides strategies for improving and upgrading the- ,

Maintenance Program utilizing industry initiatives. This
includes improvements, as discussed earlier, on Post

5Modification and Post Maintenance Testing, ensuring good
pre-job briefings and shift turnovers, equipment testability
improvements and development of long term equipment

'

improvement schedules.

3. Company Incentive Plan - Shareholder Value Improvements Plan
(SVIP) --As part of the implementation of broader Detroit
Edison company' initiatives, the SVIP is a plan for encouraging

-(from the organizational to individual levels) improvements in
performance. The SVIP provides personnel incentive via
financial rewards to participants on an annual basis if
specified corporate and organizational goals are met. Detroit
Edison corporate-management has: implemented this " Change
Culture Initiative" to support our business philosophy of
" rewarding performance". This will help increase individual
accountability and encourage professionalism. This program
will continue as long as the. company considers it to be '

desirable policy.

4. Development of a Centralized Data Base for Trending Conditions
Adverse to Quality - QA Plant Safety is in the process of

b developing a centralized database that will interface with the
DER tracking system for trending CAQs and their root causes.

L A detailed cause coding system, structured like the Human
Performance Engineering System (HPES) root causes will be
implemented by mid-1990. By the end of 1990 on-line keyword
search capability will be made a working tool available to

|;'

other site organizations.

This trending tool will provide organizational sorts of CAQs
by root cause category-(e.g., personnel errors or violations
of procedures). Plant Safety will be issuing periodic trend
reports which will list any adverse trends. Depending upon

r
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the severity of these trends, DER (s) may be written to ensure
documented resolution of problems. Management will,

.

therefore, have major self-identified weaknesses highlighted ;

-for resolution.

Date When Full Compliance Will be Achieved:

Based on the existing " Nuclear Professionalism" focus and the
CAQ/ DER program, Detroit Edison is currently.in compliance with
-the applicable regulatory requirements.

i

.

I

i

|-
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Response to Miscellaneous Statements Within Report 89-024

In addition to responding to the items requested in the cover letter-

and Notice of Violation in Reference 2, Detroit Edison wishes to reply
to comments in the report and clarify its position on certain issues.'

On Page 14 of Reference 2, the report concludes that "...there-

is a high potential of using restricted use repair parts in un
unrestricted basis on EQ and safety related systems /
components." This related to the installation of heat shrink
during observed maintenance activity.

Detroit Edison Response

The heat shrink tubing in question is non-safety related and is
used as a color coding device to identify the individual vendor
wiring (jumper / lead wires) within the Main Steam Isolation Valve
(MSIV) Leakage Control System Target Eock solenoid valve.
Specifically, the heat shrink tubing does not serve any safety
related insulation function. The usage observed was at the solder
joint tab of the Potter Brumfield valve position relay. The solder
connection was required since the valve position reed switch was
replaced. The vendor confirmed that insulation at this relay tab
solder connection was not required, is used for color coding
purposes only, and is not required to maintain environmental
qualification.

Accordingly, Detroit Edison disagrees with the Inspection Report
statement that the sleeve performed a safety related insulating
function. The report further questions the effectiveness of the
Central Component Data Base and Spare Parts Reference System in
that it does not place restrictions on the usage of non-safety
related parts on EQ and safety related components. Detroit Edison-
believes that placing limits and controls, via applicable
procedures, on the EQ and safety related parts rather than stating
usage restrictions on non-EQ/non-safety related parts places
emphasis properly.

'On page 17, the report states that EDP 5546, replacement of-

the HSIV manifolds was performed to address GE SIL No. 473

Detroit Edison Response

The purpose of EDP-5546 was to provide the replacement for the
existing MSIV' manifolds which had a limited environmentally
qualified service life, not for the purpose stated in the NRC
Report. .The service life of the existing MSIV manifolds was due
to expire in December 1989. GE SIL 473 concerns were addressed
for the inboard MSIVs in EDP-5958, " Nose Cone Modification" (DER
88-1788) and during the Local Leak Rate Test refurbishnent for the
outboard MSIVs.
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On page 17, the inspector noted that superceded drawings were-

present in a work request package.

-Detroit Edison Response

This observation refers to the fact that Automatic _ Valve drawings
C5140, C4988-15, C5140-4H and C5140-P4 were in the WR 011C890721
package'as a part of approved vendor manual VMR1-42 3, Rev. A.
All drawings were stamped "POR INFORMATION ONLY". These drawings
show the configuration of the old MSIV manifolds that were being
replaced per EDP 5546. As-part of the design. process the. drawings
listed above'were identified as " documents-to-be-superseded" in
EDP 5546, Index Items 3 and 13 Furthermore, vendor manual
VMR1-42 3,~Rev. A contains a cautionary note, which said that
these drawings were approved for use up to the implementation of
EDP 5546. .Therefore, this situation is in full compliance with
the existing Fermi 2 procedures, FIP-DC1-02 and -03 The
superseded drawings will be removed after EDP 5546 is as-built.

On page 33 of.the report, concerns with the implementation of-

GE Specifications for MSIVs via EDP 5546 were expressed. The
inspector concluded two concerns were not addressed. These
were:

The valve operator shall open the valve with'a 200 psi
differential pressure tending to hold the valve closed,
utilizing 90 psig air pressure to the valve actuator.

The valve operator shall be provided with equipment for
exercising the valve from 100% open to 90% open at the same
speed.

Detroit Edison Response

The design modifications to the MSIVs, as outlined below, did not
reduce the ability of the valves to open against 200 psid, and
additional testing was determined to be unnecessary. Specific
design verification testing requirements are listed in Section
5.2.8 of the General Electric Purchase Specification for the
MSIVs. The GE required tests were performed after the recent
design modifications. There are no additional testing
requirements specified by GE, as stated in the NRC Inspection

= Report.

The modifications performed under EDP 5958 did not change the area
of the hydraulic cylinder, main poppet or pilot poppet.
Therefore, the lifting force applied and required by the valve
remains the same. This modification was also reviewed with and
confirmed'by the valve manufacturer and GE as not affecting the
operability of the valve. Based on this design basis and
technical review, the original 200 psid differential test under
paragraph 4 3 7.6 of the GE Specification was not challenged.

!
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No design modification to the rib guides of the valves was
performed. Rather, as recommended by GE in their Services
Information Letter (SIL) No. 473, guide rib wear was " inspected
and repaired as necessary", to be within the original.
manufacturer's tolerances. Also, packing as described in EDP.5958
remained the same graphitic material as already existed. However,
reduction in the number of. packing rings minimized the stem
packing frictional area and thus improved the valves' operability
characteristics. (Reference EPRI " Valve Stem Packing
Improvements," final report NP-5697, dated May 1988).

The purpose of the partial closure test is to verify the
operability of MSIVs during normal plant conditions. The valve
stem' travel is limited to 10 percent-in order to prevent a plant
scram. This test is accomplished by energizing'the test solenoid ~
and venting the air from the bottom of the air cylinder through
the exhaust port of a manifold 3-way valve. When the air pressure-
is not applied to the top of the air cylinder, the valve closing
springs provide the isolation valve closing force. The closing
speed during exercising is much slower than the closing speed
during the accident response (fast closure). The slow exercise
speed was set during the post modification test (reference DER
89-1348). The PMT verified the valve spring capability to close
MSIVs within the specified time during both fast and slow
closures. Therefore, a separate partial closure test was not
required for the PMT conducted after the implementation of EDP
5546.

On page 40 of the report, it states:-

"The licensee's testing methodology for implementing IEB 85-03
was seen as a weakness by the NRC inspector. The methodology
is not as conservative as testing against differential
pressures that the valve will be required to perform against.
This issue should be addressed when the licensee addresses the
requirements of GL 89-10, which mandates differential pressure
testing for all safety related valves."

Detroit. Edison Response

The use of full flow differential pressure testing is addressed in
the Detroit Edison response to GL 89-10, which was submitted after
the inspection. Detroit Edison's reliance on Limitorque
calculated torque switch settings based on the Fermi specific
design basis was general industry practice to determine valve
operability in response to IEB 85-03 The NRC had commissioned
INEL to full scale test some motor operated vavles. The results
showed that the stem factor used in the calculation of torque
switch settings in the past was nonconservative. The NRC
concluded that full differential prnssure testing was a better way
to assess valve operability. The industry use of the old
calculational methodology and differential pressure testing was
one .of' the subjects of GL 89-10.
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